Motion Along a
Straight Line

In a rear-end collision, a Font car is hit from behind by a second car. For
decades, engineers and medical researchers sought to explain why the

neck of an occupant of the front car is injured in such a collision. By the
ig7os, they concluded that the injury was due to the occupant's head
being whipped back over the top of the seat as the car was slammed
forward, hence the common name "whiplash injury. " The neck was
apparently extended too far by the head's motion. As a result of this
finding, head restraints were built into cars, yet neck injuries in rear-end
collisions continued to occur.

What actually
causes these

injuries?
The answer is in this chapter.
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Chapter 2 Motion Along a Straight Line

One purpose of physics is to study the motion of objects-how fast they move,
for example, and how far they move in a given amount of time. NASCAR engineers are fanatical about this aspect of physics as they determine the performance of their cars before and during a race. Geologists use this physics to measure
tectonic-plate motion as they attempt to predict earthquakes. Medical researchers need this physics to map the blood flow through a patient when diagnosing
a partially closed artery, and motorists use it to determine Row they might slow
sufficiently when their radar detector sounds a warning. There are countless other
examples. In this chapter, we study the basic physics of motion where the object
(race car, tectonic plate, blood cell, or any other object) moves along a single
axis. Such motion is called one-dimemionul motion.

The world, and everything in it, moves. Even seemingly stationary things, such
as a roadway, move with Earth's rotation, Earth's orbit around the Sun, the Sun's
orbit around the center of the Milky Way galaxy, and that galaxy's migration
relative to other galaxies. The classification and comparison of motions (called
kinematics) is often challenging. What exactly do you measure, and how do you
compare?
Before we attempt an answer, we shall examine some general properties of
motion that is restricted in three ways.

1. The motion is along a straight line only. The line may be vertical (that of a
falling stone), horizontall(that of a car on a level highway), or slanted, but it
must be straight.
2, Forces (pushes and pulls)'cause motion but will not be discussed until Chapter
5. In this chapter we discuss only the motion itself and changes in the motion.
Does the moving object speed up, slow down, stop, or reverse direction? If
the motion does change, how is time involved in the change?
3. The moving object is either a particle (by which we mean a point-like object
such as an electron) or an object that moves like a particle (such that every
portion moves in the same direction and at the same rate). A stiff pig slipping
down a straight playground slide might be considered to be moving like a
particle; however, a turnbhg tumbleweed would not, because different points
inside it move in different directions.
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Fig. 2-1 Position i s determined on
an axis that is marked in units of
length (here meters) and that extends indefinitdy in opposite directions. The axis name, here x , is a1
ways on the positive side of the
origin.

To locate an object means to find its position relative to some reference point,
often the origin (or zero point) of an axis such as the x axis in Fig. 2-1. The
positive direction of the axis is in the direction of increasing numbers (coordinates), which is to the right in Fig. 2-1. The opposite is the negative diiection.
For example, a particle might be located at x = 5 m, which means it is 5 m
in the positive direction from the origin. If it were at x = -5 m, it would be just
as far from the origin but in the opposite direction. On the axis, a coordinate of
-5 m is less than a coordinate of -1 m, and both coordinates are less than a
coordinate of +5 m. A plus sign for a coordinate need not be shown, but a minus
sign must always be shown.
A change from one position x1 to another position % is called a displacement
Ax, where
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2-4 Average Velocity and Average Speed

I..

(The symbol A , the Greek uppercase delta, represents a change in a quantity,
and it means the final value of that quantity minus the initial value.) When numbers are inserted for the position values xl and x 2 in Eq. 2-1, a displacement in
the positive direction (to the right in Fig. 2-1) always comes out positive, and a
displacement in the opposite direction (left in the figure) always comes out negative. For example, if the particle moves from xl = 5 m to x 2 = 12 m, then
Ax = (12 m) - (5 m) = +7 m. The positive result indicates that the motion is
in the positive direction. If, instead, the particle moves from xl = 5 m to x2 =
1 m, then Ax = (1 m) - ( 5 m) = -4 m. The negative result indicates that
the motion is in the negative direction.
The actual number of meters covered for a trip is irrelevant; displacement
l
For example, if the particle moves
involves only the original and ~ apositions.
from x = 5 rn out to x = 200 m and then back to x = 5 m, the displacement from
start to finish is Ax = (5 m) - (5 m) = 0.
A plus sign for a displacement need not be shown,but a minus sign must
always be shown. If we ignore the sign (and thus the direction) of a displacement,
we are left with the magnitude (or absolute value) of the displacement. For example, a displacement of Ax = -4 m has a magnitude of 4 m.
Displacement is an example of a vector quantity, which is a quantity that has
both a direction and a magnitude. We explore vectors more fully in Chapter 3
(in fact, some of you may have already read that chapter), but here all we need
is the idea that displacement has two features: (1) Its magnitude is the distance
(such as the number of meters) between the original and final positions. (2) Its
direction, from an original position to a final position, can be represented by a
Fig, 2-2 The graph of x(t) for an
plus sign or a minus sign if the motion is along a single axis.
What follows is the first of many checkpoints you will see in thk book. Each
consists of one or more questions whose answers require some reasoning
or a mental cakulation, and each gives you a quick check of your understanding of Q point just di%cussed. The answers are listed in the back of
the book.
I

I L C K PO I IIT i Here are: three pairs of initial and final positions, respectively,
- ~ n gan x axis. Which pairs give a negative displacement: (a) -3 m, +5 rn; (b) -3 m,
-7 m;(c) 7 rn, -3 m?

armadillo that is stationary at x =
-2 m.The value of x is -2 m for all
times t.

(m)

2-4 Average Veloc;hgand Average Speed
A compact way to describe position is with a graph of position x plotted as a
function of time t-a graph of x ( t ) . (The notationx(t1 represents a function x of
t, not the product x times t.) As a simple example, Fig. 2-2 shows the position
function x ( t ) for a stationary armadillo (which we treat as a particle) over a 7 s
time interval. The animal's position stays at x = -2 m.
Figure 2-3a is more interesting, because it involves motion. The armadillo is
apparently first noticed at t = 0 when it is at the position x = -5 m. It moves
toward x = 0, passes through that point at t = 3 s, and then moves on to kcreasingly larger positive values of x. Figure 2-3b depicts the straight-line motion of
the armadillo and is something like what you would see. The graph in Fig. 2-3a
is more abstract: and quite unlike what you would see, but it is richer in information. It also reveals how fast the armadillo moves.
Actually, several quantities are associated with the phrase "how fast." One
of them is the average velocity v,, which is the ratio of the displacement Ax
hat occurs during a particular time interval A t to that interval
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F b 2-3 @)The graph of x ( t ) for
a moving armadillo. ( b ) The path
associated with the graph. The scale
below the x axis shows the times at
which the armadillo reaches various
x values.
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Flg. 2-4 Calculation of the average velocity between t = 1 s and t =
4 s as the slope of the line that connects the points on the x(t) curve
representing those times.

The notction means that the position is x, at time tl and then x , at time t,. A
common unit for v,,, is the meter per second (mls).You may see other units in
the problems, but they are always in the form of lengthltime.
On a graph of x versus t, v,, is the slope of the straight h e that connects
two particular points on the x ( t ) curve: one is the point that corresponds to x ,
and tz ,and the other is the point that corresponds to q and tl .Lke displacement,
vWghas both magnitude and direction (it is another vector quantity). Its magnitude is the magnitude of the line's slope. A positive v, (and slope) tells us that
the line slants upward to the right; a negative v,, (and slope) tells us that the
line slants downward to the right. The average velocity v, always has the same
sign as the displacement Ax because A t in Eq. 2-2 is always positive.
Figure 2-4 shows how to find ,v in Fig. 2-3 for the time interval t = 1s to
d = 4 s. We draw the straight line that connects the point on the position curve
at the beginning of the interval and the point on the curve at the end of the
interval. Then we find the slope AxlAt of the straight line. For the 8ven time
interval, the average velocity is
6m
vwg =
= 2 mls.
3s

-

Average speed sBv,is a different way of describing "how fast" a particle
moves. Whereas the average velocity involves the particle's displacement Ax, the
average speed involves the total distance covered (for example, the number of
meters moved), independent of dnection; that is,
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Because average speed does not include direction, it lacks any algebraic sign.
Sometimes, s is the same (except for the absence of a sign) as v,. However,
as is demonstrated in Sample Problem 2-1, when an object doubles back on its
path, the two can be quite different.

You drive a beat-up pickup truck along a straight road for 8.4
km at 70 km/h, at which point the truck runs out of gasoline
and stops. Over the next 30 min, you walk another 2.0 km
farther dong the road to a gasoline station.

8.4 km and the average velocity v , , ~ is
, 70 krnlh. A Key Idea
to use here comes from Eq.2-2: This average velmity is the
ratio of the displacement for the drive to the time interval for
the drive:
va"g,dr =

(a) What is your overall displacement from the beginning of

your drive to your arrival at the station?

-.
At,

Rearranging and substituting data then give us

Solution: Assume, for convenience, that you move in the
positive direction of an x axis, from a first position of XI = 0
to a second position of xz at the station. That second position
must be at x 2 = 8.4 km + 2.0 Icm = 10.4 km. Then the Key
Idea here is that your displacement Ax along the x axis is the
second position minus the 6rst position. From Eq. 2-1, we have

Ax

= x,

- x,

=

10.4 km - 0 = 10.4 km. (Answer)

Thus, your overall displacement is 10.4 km in the positive direction of the x axis.
(b) What is the time interval At horn the beginning of your
drive to your arrival at the station?

SolIltion: We already know the walking time interval
Atwlk (= 0.50 h), but we lack the driving time interval Ah,
However,we know that for the drive the displacement Axdris

At = At,

+ At,,,

= 0.12 h

+ 0.50 h = 0.62 h.

(Answer)

(c) What is your average velocity vVg from the beginning of
your drive to your arrival at the stanon? Find it both numerically and graphically.

S0llltion: The b y ldra here again comes horn Eq. 2-2:
v , ~for the entire trip is the ratio of the displacement of 10.4
km for the entire trip to the time interval of 0.62 h for the enfire
trip. Here we find

=

16.8 kmlh = 27 kmlh.

(Answer)

2-5 Instantaneous Velocity and Speed
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the graph are the origin and the point labeled as "Station."
The Key Id& here is that your average velocity is the slope of
the straight line connecting those points; that is, v, is the
ratio of the rise (Ax = 10.4 km) to the run (At = 0.62 h), which
gives us vavg = 16.8 kdh.
(d) Suppose that to pump the gasoline, pay for it, and walk
back to the truck takes you another 45 min. What is your
average speed from the beginning of your drive to your return
to the truck with the gasoline?

Solution: The Key Idea here is that your average speed is
Time (h)

F-

The lines marked "Driving" and "Walking" are
the position-time plots for the driving and wallring stages.
(The plot for the wallung stage assumes a constant rate of
walking.) The slope of the stright line joining the origin
and the point labeled "Station" is the averag velocity for
the trip, from the beginning to the station.
To find ,v graphically, first we graph the function x(t) as
shown in Fig. 2-5, where the beginning and arrival points on

r A c T Ic i: DO YOU Understand the Problem ?
For beginning problem solvers, no difficulty is more common
than simply not understanding the problem. The best test of
understanding is this: Can you explain the problem?
Write down the given data, with units, using the symbols
of the chapter. (In Sample Problem 2-1, the given data allow
you to fmd your net displacement Ax in part (a) and the corresponding time interval At in part (b).) Identify the unknown
and its symbol. (In the sample problem, the unknown in part
(c) is your average velocity v,,.) Then find the connection
between the unknown and the data. (The connection is provided by Eq. 2-2, the definition of average velocity.)
T A cT Ic a 1

Are the Units OK?
Be sure to use a consistent set of units when putting numbers
into the equations. In Sample Problem 2-1, the logical units in
terms of the given data are kilometers for distances, hours for
time intervals, and kilometers per hour for velocities. You
may sometimes need to convert units.

the ratio of the total distance you move to the total time interval you take to make that move. The total distance is 8.4
km 2.0 km 2.0 km = 12.4 km. The total time interval is
0.12 h -k 0.50h + 0.75 h = 1.37 h. Thus, Eq. 2-3 gives us

+

+

(Answer)

(fk
E c Ic o IY r
in this sample problem, sup
that right after refueling the truck, you drive back to
35 krnth. What is your average velocity for your entire trip?

T A C T Ic 3:

Is Your Answer Reasonable?
Does your answer make sense, or is it far too large or far too
small? Is the sign correct? Are the units appropriate? In part
(c) of Sample Problem 2-1, for example, the correct answer is
17 kmlh. If you find 0.00017 kmlh, -17 kmlh, 17 kmls, or
17000 k d h , you should realize at once that you have done
something wrong. The error may lie in your method, in your
algebra, or in your keystroking of numbers on a calculator.
T A C T Ic 4 t

Reading a Graph
Figures 2-2, 2-3a, 2-4, and 2-5 are graphs you should be able
to read easily. In each graph, the variable on the horizontal
axis is the time 6, with the direction of increasing time to the
right. In each, the variable on the vertical axis is the position
x of the moving particle with respect to the origin, with the
positive direction of x upward. Always note the units (seconds
or minutes; meters or kilometers) in which the variables are
expressed.

2-5 lnstontuneous Velocity and Speed
You have now seen two ways to describe how fast something moves: average
velocity and average speed, both of which are measured over a time interval At.
However, the phrase "how fast" more commonly refers to how fast a particle is
moving at a gven instant -its instantaneous velocity (or simply veloaty) v .
The velocity at any instant is obtained from the average velocity by shrinking
the time interval A t closer and closer to 0.As A t dwindles, the average velccity
approaches a limiting value, which is the velocity at that instant:
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This equation displays two features of the instantaneous velocity v . First, v is the
rate at which the particle's position x is changing with time at a given instant;
that is, v is the derivative of x with respect to 6. Second, v at any instant is the
slope of the particle's position-time curve at the point representing that instant.
Velocity is another vector quantity and thus has an associated direction.
Speed is the magnitude of velocity; that is, speed is velocity that has been
stripped of any indication of direction, either in words or via an algebraic sign.
(Caution:Speed and average speed can be quite different.) A velocity of +5
mls and one of -5 mls both have an associated speed of 5 mls. The speedometer
in a car measures speed, not velocity (it cannot determine the direction).

Figure 2-6a is an x ( t ) plot for an elevator cab that is initially
stationary, then moves upward (which we take to be the positive direction of x ) , and then stops. Plot v(t).

S0lutlon: The Key Idea here is that we can find the velccity
at any time from the slope of the x(t) curve at that time. The
slope of x(t), and so also the velocity, is zero in the intervals
from 0 to 1 s and from 9 s on, so then the cab is stationary.
During the interval bc, the slope is constant and nonzero, so
then the cab moves with constant velocity. We caIculate the
dope of x(t) then as

Ax = ,,= 24 m - 4.0 m
At
8.0 s - 3.0 s

= +4.0 mls.

The plus sign indicates that the cab is moving in the positive
are
plotted in Fig.2-66. In addition, as the cab initially begins to
move and then later slows to a stop, v varies as indicated in
the intervals 1 s to 3 s and 8 s to 9 s. Thus, Fig. 2-6b is the
required plot. (Figure 2-6c is considered in Section 2-6.)
Given a v ( t ) graph such as Fig. ZBb, we could "work
backward" to produce the shape of the associated x(t) graph
(Fig. 2-6a). However, we would not know the actual values
for x at various times, because the v(t) graph indicates only
changes in x. To find such a change in x during any interval,
we must, in the language of calculus, caiculate the area "under
the curve" on the v(t) graph for that interval. For example,
during the interval 3 s to 8 s in which the cab has a velocity of
4.0 mls, the change in x is

x direction. These intervals (where v = 0 and v = 4 mls)

(This area is positive because the v(t) curve is above the taxis.)
Figure 2-6a shows that x does indeed increase by 20 m in that
interval. However, Fig. 2-6b does not tell us the values of x at
the beginning and end of the interval. For that, we need additional information, such as the value of x at some instant.

Fig. 2-6 (a) The x ( t ) curve for an elevator cab that moves
upward along an x axis. (b) The v(t) curve for the cab. Note
that it is the derivative of the x ( t ) curve ( v = drldt). (c) The
a(t) curve for the cab. It is the derivative of the v ( t ) curve
(a = dvldt). The stick figures along the bottom suggest how
a passenger's body might feel during the accelerations.

Sample Problem 2-3
The position of a particle moving on an x axis is given by
x = 7.8

+ 9.3 - 2.1t3,

(2-5)

with x in meters and r in seconds. What is its velocity at t =
3.5 s? Is the velocity constant, or is it continuously changing?
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2-6 Acceleration

Solution: For simplicity, the units have been omitted from
Eq. 2-5, but you can insert them if you like by changing the
coefficients to 7.8 m, 9.2 mls, and -2.1 mls3. The Key Idea
here is that velocity is the 6rst derivative (with respect to time)
of the position function x(t). Thus, we write
y=-=-

dt

dt

(7.8 + 9.Zt - LIP),

At t = 3.5 s, the particle is moving in the negative direction
of x (note the minus sign) with a speed of 68 d s . Since the
quantity t appears in Eq. 2-6, the velocity v depends on t and
so is wntinuously changing.

t

i 3

which becomes
v = 0 + 9.2 - (3)(2.1)f2 = 9.2 - 6.3t2.
At t = 3.5 s,
v = 9.2 - (6.3)(3.5)* = -68 mls.
(Answer)

When a particle's velocity changes, the particle is said to undergo acceleration
(or to accelerate). For motion along an axis, the average accelerationa,,, over a
time interval A t is
=

v2 - v 1
t2-t,

AV
-- -

At'

where the particle has velocity vl at time t, and then velocity v2 at time t,. The
instantmeow acceleration (or simply olcceleration) is the derivative of the velocity with respect to time:

velocity is changing at that instant. Graphically, the acceleration at any point is
I
the slope of the curve of v ( t ) at that point.
We can combine Eq. 2-8 with Eq. 2-4 to write
t

In words, the acceleration of a particle at any instant is the second derivative of
its position x(t) with respect to time.
A common unit of acceleration is the meter per second per second: ml(s. s)
or mls2. You will see other units in the problems, but they will each be in the
form of lengthl(time . time) or lengthltime2. Acceleration has both magnitude
and direction (it is yet another vector quantity). Its algebraic sign represents its
direction on an axis just as for displacement and velocity; that is, acceleration
with a positive value is in the positive direction of an axis, and acceleration with
a negative value is in the negative direction.
Figure 2-6c is a plot of the acceleration of the elevator cab discussed in
Sample Problem 2-2. Compare this a(t) curve with the v ( t ) curve-each point
on the a(t) curve shows the derivative (slope) of the v ( t ) curve at the corresponding time. When v is constant (at either 0 or 4 mls), the derivative is zero and so
also is the acceleration. When the cab k t begins to move, the v ( t ) curve has a
positive derivative (the slope is positive), which means that a(t) is positive. When
the cab slows to a stop, the derivative and slope of the v(t) curve are negative;
that is, a(t) is negative.
Next compare the slopes of the v(t) curve during the two acceleration periods. The slope associated with the cab's slowing down (commonly called "deceleration") is steeper because the cab stops in half the time it took to get up to
speed. The steeper slope means that the magnitude of the deceleration is larger
than that of the acceleration, as indicated in Fig. 2-6c.
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Fig. 2-7 Colonel J. P. Stapp in a
rocket sled as it is brought up to
Out of the
high Teed
page)
then very
braked
(acceleration into the page).

The sensations you would feel while riding in the cab of Fig. 2-6 are indicated
by the sketched figures at the bottom. When the cab first accelerates, you feel as
though you are pressed downward; when later the cab is braked to a stop, you
seem to be stretched upward. In between, you feel nothing special. In other
words, your body reacts to accelerations (it is an accelerometer) but not to velocities (it is not a speedometer). When you are in a car traveling at 90 kmlh or
an airplane traveling at 900 kmlh,you have no bodily awareness of the motion.
However, if the car or plane quickly changes velocity, you may become keenly
aware of the change, perhaps even frightened by it. Part of the thrill of an amusement park ride is due to the quick changes of velocity that you undergo (you pay
for the accelerations, not for the speed). A more extreme example is shown in
the photographs of Fig. 2-7, which were taken while a rocket sled was rapidly
accelerated along a track and then rapidly braked to a stop.
Large accelerations are sometimes expressed in terms of g units, with
unit).

(As we shall discuss in Section 2-9, g is the magmtude of the acceleration of a
falling object near Earth's surface.) On a roller coaster, you may experience brief
accelerations up to 3g,which is (3)(9.8 mlsz), or about 29 m/s2,more than enough
to justify the cost of the ride.

I

SOLVING TACTICS

. ..- . .- ,
. .In Acceleration 's Sign
In common language, the sign of an acceleration has a nonscientific meaning: positive acceleration means that the speed
of an object is increasing, and negative acceleration means
that the speed is decreasing (the object is decelerating). In this
book, however, the sign of an acceleration indicates a dire^
tion, not whether an object's speed is increasing or decreasing.
For example, if a car with an initial velocity v = -25
mls is braked to a stop in 5.0 s, then ow, = +5.0 m/s2. The
acceleration is positive, but the car's speed has decreased. The
reason is the difference in signs: the direction of the acceleration is opposite that of the velocity.

A particle's position on the x axis of Fig. 2-1 is given by
x =4

- 27t

+ t3,

with x in meters and t in seconds.

(a) Find the particle's velwity function v(t) and acceleration
function a(+

Here then is the nromr wav to intemret the sims:

.-

-

A wombat moves along an x axi
its acceleration if it is moving (a) in the
msitive direction with increasing speed, (b) in the positive
lirection with decreasing speed, (c) in the negative direcion with increasing speed, and (d) in the negative direction
vith decreasing spee-"
C KF 0 U

f i a t is the sign of

Solution: One Key Idea is that to get the velocity function
v(t), we differentiate the position function x(f) with respect to
time. Here we find

v = -27

with v in meters per second.

+ 3t2,

(Answer)

2-7 Constant Acceleration: A Special Case
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Fig. 2-7 Continued
is that to get the acceleration fundon
Another I
a(t), we differentiate the velocity function v(t)with respect to
time. This gives us
a = +6t,
(Answer)
with a in meters per second squared.

(b) Is there ever a time when v = O?

At t = 0, the particle is at x(0) = +4 m and is moving
with a velocity of v(D) = -27 mls-that is, in the negative
direction of the x axis. Its accelerationis a(0) = 0 because just
then the particle's v locity is not changing,
For 0 < t < 3 $the particla still has a negative velocity,
so it continues to
in the negative dkection.However,its

Solution: Setting v(t) = 0 yields
0 = -27

+ 3t2,

stops momentarily at t =
the left of the origin in

which has the solution
t = 23

s.
(Answer)
Thus, the velocity is zero both 3 s before and 3 s after the
clock reads 0.
(c) Describe the particle's motim for t 2 0.

SolLIti~n:The I
x(b), v(t), and a(t).

is to examine the expressions for

I

acceleration remain' positive and grows progressively larger
in magnitude. The elocity is now positive, and it t
m grows
progressively larger in magnitude.

2-7 Cmtmt Acceleration: A Special Case

1

In many types of motion, the acceleration is either constant or approxkately so.
For example, you might accelerate a car at an approximately constant rate when
a traffic light turns from red to green. Then graphs of your position, velocity, and
acceleration would resemble those in Fig. 2-8. (Note that a(t) in Fig. 2-8c is constant, which requires that v(t) in Fig. 2-8b have a constant slope.) Later when
you brake the car to a stop, the acceleration (or deceleration in common 1
guage) might also be approximately constant.
Such cases are so common that a special set of equations has been derived
for dealing with them. One approach to the derivation of these equations is given
in this section. A second approach is given in the next section. Throughout both
sections and later when you work on the homework problems, keep in mind that
these equations are valid only for constant acceleration (or situations in which you
can approximate the acceleration as being constant).
When the acceleration is constant, the average acceleration and instant neous acceleration are equal and we can write Eq. 2-7, with some changes
notation, as

-

"4

L

Fig. a 4

I

(a) The position x(t) of a particle moving with constant acceleration. ( B ) Its
velmity v(t), given at each point by the slope of the curve of x(t). (c) Its (constant)
acceleration,equal to the (constant) slope of the curve of v(t).

I
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Here vo is the velocity at time t = 0 and v is the velocity at any later time t. We
can recast this equation as

As a check, note that this equation reduces to v = vo for t = 0, as it must. As a
further check, take the derivative of Eq. 2-11. Doing so yields dvldt = a, which
is the definition of a. Figure 2-8b shows a plot of Eq. 2-11, the v(t) function;the
function is linear and thus the plot is a straight line.
In a similar manner, we can rewrite Eq. 2-2 (with a few changes in notation)

as

X

- Xo

=t-0

Vavg

and then as

in which xo is the position of the particle at t = 0 and v,,, is the average velocity
between t = 0 and a later time t.
For the linear velocity function in Eq. 2-11, the average velocity over any
time intervaI (say, from t = 0 to a later time t) is the average of the velocity at
the beginning of the interval (= vo) and the velocity at the end of the interval
(= v). For the interval from t = 0 to the later time d then, the average velocity is
Substituting the right side of Eq. 2-11 for v yields, after a little rearrangement,
v,

= vo

+ ;at.

Finally, substituting Eq. 2-14 into Eq. 2-12 yields

,s a check, note that putting t = 0 yields x = x o , ,
,it must. As a further check,
taking the derivative of Eq. 2-15 yields Eq. 2-11, again as it must. Figure 2-8a
shows a plot of Eq. 2-15; the function is quadratic and thus the plot is curved.
Equations 2-11 and 2-15 are the basic equations for constant acceleration;
they can be used to solve any constant acceleration problem in this book. However, we can derive other equations that might prove useful in certain specific
situations. First, note that as many as five quantities can possibly be involved in
any problem about constant acceleration-namely, x - x o , v , 6, a, and vo. Usually, one of these quantities is not involved in the problem, either as a given or
m an unknown. We are then presented with three of the remaining quantities
and asked to fmd the fourth.
Equations 2-11 and 2-15 each contain four of these quantities, but not the
same four. In Eq. 2-11, the "missing ingredient" is the displacement x - KO. In
Eq. 2-15, it is the velocity v. These two equations can also be combined in three
ways to yield three additional equations, each of which involves a different "missing variable." First, we can eliminate 6 to obtain
This equation is useful if we do not know t and are not required to find it. Second,
we can eliminate the acceleration a between Eqs. 2-11 and 2-15 to produce an
equation in which a does not appear:
Finally, we can eliminate vo, obtaining
x - xo

=

vt - $at2.

Note the subtle difference between this equation and Eq. 2-15. One involves the
initial velocity v,; the other involves the velocity v at time t.

2-7 Constant Acceleration: A Special Case
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TABLE 2-1
Equations for Motlon with Constant Accelerationa

Wing

Equation

Number

Equation

Quantity

Make sure that the acceleration is indeed constant before using
the equations in this table.

Table 2-1 lists the basic constant acceleration equations (Eqs. 2-11and 2-15)
as well as the specialized equations that we have derived. To solve a simple
constant acceleration problem, you can usually use an equation from this list (if
you have the list with you). Choose an equation for which the only unknown
variable is the variable requested in the problem. A simpler plan is to remember
only Eqs. 2-11 and 2-15, and then solve them as simultaneous equationswhenever
needed. An example is given in Sample Problem 2-5.
ECKPOtMT 5
st2

Jr

TbefoUo~gequati~ll~~vethep~tionx(b)ofapartidek~

- 3. TO which of t b m situatioas do tbe equations of Table 2 1 apply

Spotting a police car, you brake a Po&e from a speed of 100
k d h to a speed of 80.0 km/h during a displacement of 88.0
m, at a wnstant acceleration.

.

-

.-?!

Solving for a and substituting known data then yield

(a) What is that acceleration?

SO~U~~O
Assume
I I : that the motion is along the positive direction of an x axis. For simplicity, let us take the beginning
of the braking to be at time t = 0, at position xo. The Key Idea
here is that, with the acceleration constant, we can relate the
car's acceleration to its velocity and displacement via the basic
wnstant acceleration equations (Eqs. 2-11 and 2-15). The initial velocity is vo = 100 kmh = 27.78 mls, the displacement
is x - x,, = 88.0 m, and the velmity at the end of that displacement is v = 80.0 kmlh = 22.22 mls. However, we do not
know the acceleration a and time t, which appear in both basic
equations. So, we must solve those equations simultaneously.
To ehinate the unknown t, we use Eq.2-11 to write

and then we substitute this expression into Eq. 2-15 to write

Check rhe Dimensions
The dimension of a velocity is LIT-that is, length L divided
by time T-and the dimension of an acceleration is L I P . In
any equation, the dimensions of all terms must be the same.
If you are in doubt abut an equation, check its dimensions.
T A C T I C 6:

(Answer)
Note that we cuuld have wed Eq.2-16 instead to solve for a
because the unknown r is the missing variable inthat equation.

(b) How much time is required for the given decrease in
speed?

SOIU~~O~I:
Now that we know a, we can use Eq. 2-19 to solve
for r:

- vo - 22.22 mls - 27.78 mls
t = va
-1.58 m/sZ
= 3.519 s = 3.52 s.
If you are initialIy speeding and then try to slow to the speed
limit, there is plenty of time for the police officer to measure
your speed.

To check the dimensions of Eq, 2-15 ( x - xo = vot +
every term must be a length, because that is
the dimension of x and of xo. The dimension of the term vot
is (LIT)(T),which is L. The dimension of $at2is (LIT2)(T2),

Jat2),note that

which is also L.Thus, this equation checks out.
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2-8 Another Look at Constant Acceleration*
The h s t two equations in Table 2-1 are the basic equations from which the others
are derived. Those two can be obtained by integration of the acceleration with
the condition that a is constant. To find Eq. 2-11, we rewrite the definition of
acceleration (Eq. 2-8) as
dv = a dt.
We next write the indejinite integral (or a~tiderivative)of both sides:

Since acceleration a is a constant, it can be taken outside the integration. Then

we obtain

To evaluate the constant of integration C, we Iet I = 0,at which time v = vo.
Substituting these values into Eq. 2-20 (which must hold for all values of t, including t = 0)yields
vo = (a)(O) + C = C.
Substituting this into Eq. 2-20 gives us Eq. 2-11.
To derive Eq. 2-15, we rewrite the definition of velocity (Eq. 2-4) as
and then take the indefinite integral of both sides to obtain
Idx

=

IV
dr.

Generally v is not constant, so we cannot move it outside the integration. However, we can substitute for v with Eq. 2-11:

Since vo is a constant, as is the acceleration a, this can be rewritten as

I I I
dx

= vo

dt

+a

t dt.

Integration now yields
x = vo6 + ;at2

+- C',

(2-21)

where C' is another constant of integration. At time t = 0, we have x = x o .
Substituting these values in Eq. 2-21 yields x o = C'. Replacing C' with xo in Eq.
2-21 gives us Eq. 2-15.

2-9 Free-Fa11 Accelemtlon
If you tossed an object either up or down and could somehow eluninate the
effects of air on its ~ g h tyou
, would h d that the object accelerates downward
at a certain constant rate. That rate is called the be-fall acceleration, and its
magnitude is represented by g. The acceleration is independent of the object's
characteristics, such as mass,density, or shape; it is the same for all objects.
*This section is intended for students who have had integral calculus.

.-A

3.9 Free-FallAcceleration
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Two examples of free-fall acceleration are shown in Fig. 2-9, which is a series
of stroboscopic photos of a feather and an apple. As these objects fall, they
accelerate downward-both at the same rate g. Thus,their speeds increase at
the same rate, and they fall together.
The value of g varies slightly with latitude and with elevation. At sea level
in Earth's midlatitudes the value is 9.8 mlsZ(or 32 ftls2),which is what you should
use as an exact number for the problems in this book unless otherwise noted.
The equations of motion in Table 2-1 for constant acceleration also apply to
free fall near Earth's surface; that is, they apply to an object in vertical flight,
either up or down,when the effects of the air can be neglected. However, note
that for free fall: (1) The directions of motion are now along a vertical y axis
instead of the x axis, with the positive direction of y upward. (This is important
for kter chapters when combined horizontal and vertical motions are examined.)
(2) The free-fall acceleration is negative-that is, downward on they axis, toward
Earth's center-and so it has the value -g in the equations.

&
n e free-fall aese~eratibnnear ~ a r t h ' ssurface is o = -g
mugninrde of the acceleration is g = 9.8 d s 2 . Do not
;titute -9.8 mha for g.
Suppose you toss a tomato directly upward with an initial (positive) velocity
v, and then catch it when it returns to the release level. During its free-fallflight
(from just after its release to just before it is caught), the equations of Table 2-1
apply to its motion. The acceleration is always a = -g = -9.8 mis2, negative
and thus downward. The velocity, however, changes, as indicated by Eqs. 2-11
and 2-16: during the ascent, the magnitude of the positive velocity decreases,
until it momentarily becomes zero. Because the tomato has then stopped, it is at
its maximum height. During the descent, the magnitude of the (nownegative)
velocity increases.

On September 26, 1993, Dave Munday went over the -adian edge of Niagara Falls in a steel ball quipped with an air
hole and then fell 48 m to the water (and rocks). Assume his
initial velocity was zero, and nedect the effect of the air on
the ball duri& the fall.
(a) How long did Munday fall to reach the water surface?
-

F1g*='9 A feather and an
free
in vacuum at the same magnitude of
g. The
eration increases the distance between auccpssiveimages. In
absence of air, the feather and ap
fall -

(he did not fall up!). Also note that 4814.9 has two square
roots: 3.1 and -3.1. Here we choose the p i t i v e rmt because
Munday obviously reaches the water surface afler he begins
to fall at t = 0.
(b) Munday could count off the three seconds of free fa11 but
&d not &e how far he had fallen with each count. Determine his position at each full seoond.

Sohltion: The Kay Idea here is that, because Munday's fall
was a free fall, the equations of Table 2-1 apply. Let us place
a y axis aIong the path of his fall, with y = 0 at his starting
point and the positive direction up the axis (Fig. 2-10). Then
the acceleration is a = -g along that axis, and the water level
is at y = -48 m (negative because it is below y = 0). Let the
fall begin at time t = 0, with initial velocity vo = 0.

From Table 2-1 we choose Eq. 2-15 (but in y notation)
because it oontains the requested time t and all the other variables have known values. We find
-48 m

- 0 = Ot - f (9.8 d s 2 ) t 2 ,

Fig. 2-40 The position,
velocity, and acceleration

t2 = 4814.9,

and

(Answer)

t = 3.1 s.

-

Note that Munday's displacement y yo is a negative quantity- Munday fell down,in the negative direction of the y axis

of a freely falling object,
here the steel ball ridden
by Dave Munday over
Niagara Falls.

0

-44.1 -29.4

-9.8
-9.8
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Sotution: We again use Eq.2-15 but now we substitute, in
turn, the values t = 1.0 s, 2.0 s, and 3.0 s, and solve for Munday's position y. The results are shown in Fig. 2-10.

(c) What was Munday's velocity as he reached the water surface?

(d) What was Munday's velocity at each wunt of one full second? Was he aware of his increasing speed?

S ~ l l I t i ~ nTo
: find the velocities from the original data without using the positions from (b), we let a = -g in Eq. 2-11
and then substitute, in turn, the values t = 1.0 s, 2.0 s, and
3.0 s. Here is an example:
v = vo - gt
= 0 - (9.8mls2)(1.0 s)

S O ~ U ~ To
~O
find
~ the
: velocity from the original data without
using the time of fall from (a), we rewrite Eq. 2-16 in y notation and then substitute known data:

so

v = -30.67 m/s

.-:

-31 mls = -110 kmlh.

(Answer)

We chose the negative root here because the velocity was in
the negative direction.

=

-9.8mls.

(Answer)

The other results are shown in Fig. 2-10.
Once he was in free fall, Munday was unaware of the
increasing speed because the acceleration during the fall was
always -9.8 mls2, as noted in the last wlurnn of Fig. 2-10. He
was, of course, sharply aware of hitting the water because then
the acceleration abruptly changed. (Munday survived the fall
but then faced stiff legal fines for his daredevil action.)

In Fig. 2-11, a pitcher tosses a baseball up along a y axis, with
an initial speed of 12 mls.

(a) How long does the ball take to reach its maximum height?

Solution: One Key ldea here is that once the ball leaves the
pitcher and before it returns to his hand, its acceleration is the
free-fall acceleration a = -g. Because this is constant, Table
2-1 applies to the motion. A second Key ldea is that the velwity v at the maximum height must be 0. So, knowing v , a,
and the initial velocity v, = 12 mls, and seeking t, we solve
Eq. 2-11, which contains those four variables. This yields
I = - ?v

- v,

0 - 12mls = 1.2 s.
-9.8 mls2

a

Sol~tlon:We can take the ball's release point to be yo = 0.
We can then write Eq. 2-16 in y notation, set y - yo = y and
v = 0 (at the maximum height), and solve for y. We get
v2

-

=2a

va

0

During ascent, '
a = -g,
speed decreases, I1 ;,
and velocity
i
becomes less
I!
positive

-4

Fig. 2-12 A pitcher
(Answer)

(b) What is the ball's maximum height above its release point?

Y

During

tosses a baseball
straight up into the air.
The equations of free
fall apply for rising as
well as for falling objects, provided any effects from the air can
be neglected.

u = -g,
~p"d

increases,
and velocity

becomes
more
negative

- (12 r n l ~ ) ~

= 2(-9.8 mls2)

=

7.3 m. (Answer)
Solving this quadratic equation for t yields

(c) How long does the ball take to reach a point 5.0 m above
its release point?
= -g, and displacementy - yo =
5.0 m, and we want t, so we choose Eq. 2-15. Rewriting it for
y and setting yo = 0 give us

Sohtion: We know v,, a

t =0.53s

and t = 1.9s.

(Answer)

There are two such times! This is not really surprising because
the ball passes twice through y = 5.0 m, once on the way up
and once on the way down.

s the sign of the ball's displacement for the ascent, frm

If we temporarily omit the units (having noted that they are
consistent), we can rewrite this as

4.9t2

- 12t + 5.0 = 0.

he release point to the highest point? (b) What is it for
the descent, horn the hlghest point back to the release
point? (c) What is the ball's m1eration at its Bighest
point?

-

2-10

TA cT I c 7:

Meanings of Minus Signs
In Sample Problems 2-6 and 2-7, we established a vertical axis
(the y axis) and we chose-quite arbitrarily-its upward direction to be positive. We then chose the origin of the y axis
(that is, the y = 0 position) to suit the problem. In Sample
Problem 2-6, the origin was at the top of the fdls, and in Sample Problem 2-7 it was at the pitcher's hand. A negative value
of y then means that the body is below the chosen origin. A
negative velocity means that the body is moving in the negative direction of the y axis-that is, downward.This is true no
matter where the body is h a t e d .
We take the acceleration to be negative (-9.8 m/s2) in
all problems dealing with falling bodies. A negative acceleration means that, as time goes on, the vebcity of the body
becomes either less positive or more negative. This is true no

2-1o
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matter where the body is located and no matter how fast or
in what direction it is moving. In Sample Problem 2-7, the
acceleration of the baIl is negative (downward) throughout its
flight, whether the ball is rising or falling.
T A CT IC 8 :

Unexpected Answers

Mathematics often generates answers that you might not have
thought of as possibilities, as in Sample Problem 2-7c. If you
get more answers than you expect, do not automatically discard the ones that do not seem to fit. Examine them carefully
for physical meaning. If time is your variable, even a negative
value can mean something; negative time simply refers to time
before t = 0, the (arbitrary) time at which you decided to start
your stopwatch.

Graphical integration in M 0 t h Analysis

When we have a graph of an object's acceleration versus time, we can integrate
on the graph to h d the object's velocity at any given time. Because acceleration
a is defined in terms of velocity as a = dvidt, the Fundamental Theorem of
Calculus tells us that

v, - vo =

I:

adf.

(2-22)

The right side of the equation is a definite integral (it gves a numerical result
rather than a function), vo is the velocity at time to, and vl is the velocity at later
time t l . The definite integral can be evaluated from an o(t) graph, such as in
Fig. 2-12a. In particular,

lon
dr

=

(area between acceleration curve
and time axis, from &
. to tl

Area

..

(2-23) Fig. 2-r2 The area between a
plotted curve and the horizontal
time axis, from time to to time tl, is

If a unit of acceleration is 1 mls2 and a unit of time is 1 s, then the corre- indicated for (a) a g r a ~ hof accelersponding unit of area on the graph is
ation a versus t and (6)a graph of
velocity v versus t.

(1 mls2)(1 s) = 1 mis,
which is (properly) a unit of velocity. When the acceleration curve is above the
time axis, the area is positive; when the curve is below the time W, the area is
negative.
Similarly, because velocity v is defined in terms of the position x as v =
h l d t , then
(2-24)

where x , is the position at time to and xl is the position at time t,. The d e h i t e
integral on the right side of Eq. 2-24 can be evaluated from a v(t) graph, like that
shown in Fig. 2-12b. In particular,

r v m =(

area between velocity curve
and time axis, 'from to to tl

If the unit of velocity is 1mls and the unit of time is 1s, then the corresponding unit of area on the graph is
which is (properly) a unit of position and displacement. Whether this area is
positive or negative is determined as described for the a(t) curve of Fig. 2-12u.
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h one test to study neck injury in rear-end collisions, a volunteer was strapped to a seat that was then moved abruptly
to simulate a wliision by a rear car moving at 10.5 kmlh.Figure 2-13a gives the accelerations of the volunteer's torso and
head during the collision, which began at time t = 0. The torso
acceleration was delayed by 40 ms because during that time
interval the seat back had to compress against the volunteer.
The head acceleration was delayed by an additional 70 ms.
What was the torso speed when the head began to accelerate?

Sollltiofl: The Key Idea here is that we can calculate the
torso speed at any time by finding an area on the torso a ( t )
graph. We know that the initial torso speed is vo = 0 at time
to = 0,at the start of the "collision." We want the torso speed
vl at time t, = 110 ms, which is when the head begins to accelerate.

Combining Eqs.2-22 and 2-23, we can write
v,

- v,

=

).

area between acceleration curve
and time axis, from to to t,

(2-26)

For convenience, let us separate the area into three regions
(Fig. 2-13b). From 0 to 40 ms, region A has no area:
area, = 0.

From 40 ms to 100 ms, region B has the shape of a triangle,
with area
area, = i(0.060 s)(50 m/s2) = 1.5 mls.
From100msto110ms,regionChasthesha~ofarectangle,
with area
areac = (0.010s)(50 mls2) = 0.50 mls.
Substituting these values and vo = 0 into Eq.2-26 gives us
vl

or
(b)

Fig. 2-13

(a) The a(i) curve of the torso and head of a
volunteer in a simulation of a rear-end collision. ( b )Breaking up the region between the plotted curve and the time
axis to calculate the area.

PosRlon The position x of a particle on an x axis locates the
particle with respect to the origin, or zero point, of the axis.
The position is either positive or negative, according to which
side of the origin the particle is on, or zero if the particle is at
the origin. The positive direction on an axis is the direction of
increasing positive numbers; the opposite direction is the uegative direction.
Displacement The displacement Ax of a particle is the
change in its position:
Ax = x z - x 1 .

(2-1)

Displacement is a vector quantity. It is positive if the particle
has moved in the positive direction of the x axis and negative
if the particle has moved in the negative direction.

Average Velocity When a particle has moved horn position
xl to position x2 during a time interval A t = t2 - tl, its average
velocity during that interval is

The algebraic sign of v, indicates the direction of motion
(v,, is a vector quantity). Average velocity does not depend

-

0 =0

+ 1.5 mls + 0.50 mls,

vl = 2.0 mls = 7.2

krnlh.

(Answer)

When the head is just starting to move forward, the torso already has a speed of 7.2 kmlh. Researchers argue that it is this
difference in speeds during the early stage of a rear-end collision that injures the neck. The backward whipping of the
head happens later and could, especially if there is no head
restraint, increase the injury.

on the actual distance a particle moves,but instead depends
on its original and final positions.
On a graph of x versus t, the average velocity for a time
interval At is the slope of the straight line cannetting the
points on the curve that represent the two ends of the interval.

Average Speed The average speed saw of a particle during
a time interval At depends on the total distance the particle
moves in that time interval:
total distance
savg "
(2-3)
At

-

Instantaneous Veloclty The instantmeow velocq (or
simply veloaty) v of a moving particle is

where Ax and At are defined by Eq. 2-2. The instantaneous
velocity (at a particular time) may be found as the slope (at
that particular time) of the graph of x versus t. Speed is the
magnitude of instantaneous velocity.

Average Acceleration Average acceleration is the ratio of
a change in velmity A v to the time interval At in which the

-

Questions
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change occurs:

Av
At '
The algebraic sign indicates the direction of
nayg

=-

a,,,.

Instantaneous Acceleration Instantaneous acceleratioa
(or simply acceleration) a is the first time derivative of velocity
v(t) and the second time derivative of position x(b):

On a graph of v versus t, the acceleration a at any time t is the
slope of the curve at the point that represents t.
Constant Acceleration The five equations in Table 2-1 describe the motion of a particle with constant acceleration:
(2-11)
v = vo + at,

.r Figure 2-14 shows four
paths along which objects
move from a starting point to
a final point, all in the same
time interval. The paths pass
over a grid of equally spaced
straight lines. Rank the paths
according to (a) the average
velocity of the objects and (b)
the average speed of the objects, greatest first.
Figure 2-15 is a graph of a
particle's position dong an x
axis versus time. (a) At time
r = 0, what is the sign of the
particle's position? Is the particle's velocity positive, negative, ox 0 at (b) t = 1s, (c) t =
2 s, and (d) t = 3 s? (e) How
many times does the particle
go through the point x = O?

Fig. 2-34 Question 1.
,..

I

r-r

m

,

r---.--:

2

These are not valid when the acceleration is not constant.

Free-fall Acceleration An important example of straightline motion with constant acceleration is that of an object rising or falling freely near Earth's surface. The constant acceleration equations describe this motion, but we make two
changes in notation: (1) we refer the motion to the vertical y
axis with + y vertically up; (2) we replace a with -g, where g
is the magnitude of the free-fall acceleration. Near Earth's
surface, g = 9.8 mls2 (= 32 ftls2).

the cream tangerine while
passing them, and (d) the
change A v in the speed of the
cream tangerine during the
passage, greatest first.
6 At t = 0,a particle moving
along an x axis is at position
x o = -20 m. The signs of the
particle's initial velocity vo (at
time r,,) and constant acceleration a are, respectively, for
four situations: (1)+, +; (2) +,
-; (3) -, +; (4) -, -.In which
situations will the particle (a)
stop momentarily, (b) pass
through the origin, and (c)
never pass through the origin?
-..
7 The driver of a blue car (SO
krn/h) suddenly realizes that
Question
she is about to rear-end a red car (60 kmlh). To avoid a collision, what is the maximum speed the blue car can have just
as it reaches the red car? (Warm-up for Problem 37)
I Hanging over the railing of a bridge, you drop an egg (no
initial velocity) as you throw a second egg downward. Which
curves in Fig. 2-18 give the velocity v(t) for (a) the dropped
egg and (b) the thrown egg? (Curves A and B are parallel; so
are C, D,and E; so are F and G.)
p At t = 0 and x = 0, an initially stationary blue car begins
to accelerate at the constant
rate of 2.0 rnlsZin the positive
direction of the x axis. At t =
2 s, a red car traveling in an adjacent lane and in the same direction passes x = 0 with a
speed of8.0 mls and a constant
\\ C
acceleration of 3.0 mls2. What
%\
pair of simultaneous equations
-:
,
,
+
.
\.D
should be solved to find when
;
: \
%.
'G :F \E
the red car passes the blue car?
(Warm-up for Problem 63)
f@. 2-18 Question 8.
"

Hg. 2-25 Question 2.

/

3 Figure 2 1 6 gives the velocity of a particle moving along
an axis. Point 1is at the highest
point on the curve; point 4 is at
A
'
the lowest point; and points 2
2-16
Question 3.
and 6 are at the same height.
What is the direction of travel at (a) time t = 0 and (b) point
4? (c) At which of the six numbered points does the particle
reverse its direction of travel? (d) Rank the six points according to the magnitude of the acceleration, greatest first.
T

q The following equations give the velocity v(t) of a particle
in four situations: (a) v = 3; (b) v = 4t2 + 2t - 6; (c) v =
3t - 4; (d) v = 5t2 - 3. TO which of these situations do the
equations of Table 2-1 apply?

5 In Fig. 2-17, a cream tangerine is thrown directly upward

past three evenly spaced windows of equal heights. Rank the
windows according to (a) the average speed of the cream tangerine while passing them, (b) the time the cream tangerine
takes to pass them, (c) the magnitude of the acceleration of

''

m.

.:,'
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Problems
0.8

You are to drive to an interview in another town,at a

Solution is in the Student Solurlons Manual.
distance of 300 km on an expressway. The interview is at
... Solution is at http:llwww.wfley.comlcollegeIblllday
11:15 A M You plan to drive at 100 km/h, so you leave at
Y
Interacthe LeamingWare solution is at
8:OA.M. to allow some extra time. You drive at that speed
http:/lvvww.witey.com/college/halliday
for the first 100 km, but then construction work forces you to
"'-nber of d~tsxindkaies W Q
p&j~e,'*-~
slow to 40 kmlh for 40 km.What would be the least speed
<

In seveml of the problem rhnr follow,you are asked to graph
positton, velocity, and acceleration versus time. Usually a
sketch will suffice, appropriately labeled and with straight and
curved portions appQrenL If you have a computer or graphing
cnlcuhror, you might use it to produce rke graph
% e2.4~ Average Veloclty and Average Speed
*i During a hard sneeze, your eyes might shut for 0.50 s. If
you are driving a car at 90 km/h during such a sneeze, how
far does the car move during that time?
*2 The 1992 world speed record for a bicycle (human powered vehicle) was set by Chris Huber. His time through the
measured 200 m stretch was a sizzling 6.509 s, at which he
commented, "Cogito ergo zoom!" (I think, therefore I go
fast!). In 2001, Sam Wittingham beat Huber's record by 19.0
kmlh. What was Whittingham's time through the 200 m?
An automobile travels on a straight road for 40 km at 30
kmlh. It then continues in the same direction for another 40
km at 60 km/h. (a) What is the average velocity of the car
during this 80 km trip? (Assume that it moves in the positive
x direction.) (b) What is the average speed? (c) Graphx versus
t and indicate how the average velwity is found on the
A w travels up a bill at a constant speed of 40 kmlfi and
returns down the hill at a constant speed of 60 kmh. Calculate
the average speed for the round trip.
05 The position of an object moving along an x axis is given
by x = 3t - 4P + t3, where x is in meters and t in ssconds.
Find the position of the object at the following values of s (a)
1 s, (b) 2 s, (c) 3 s, and (d) 4 s. (e) What is the object's displacement between r = 0 and t = 4 s? (f) What is its average
velocity for tbe time interval from t = 2 s tot = 4 s? (g) Graph
x versus t for 0 5 t 5 4 s and indicate how the answer for (f)
-On be found on the graph. W
- Compute your average velmity in the following two
cases: (a) You walk 73.2 m at a speed of 1.22 mls and then
run 73.2 m at a speed of 3.05 m/s dong a straight m k . (b)
You walk for 1.00 min at a speed of 1.22 rnts and then run for
1.00min at 3.05 mls along a straight track. (c) Graph x versus
t for both cases and indicate how the average velocity is found
on the graph.
-7 The position function x(t) of a particle moving along an
x axis is x = 4.0 - 6.0t2,with x in meters and 6 in seconds. (a)
At what time and (b) where d m the partide (momentarily)
stop? At what (c) negative time and (d) p i t i v e time does the
particle pass through the origin? (e) Graph x versus t for the
range -5 s to +S s. (f)To shift the curve rightward on the
graph, should we include the term +20t or the term -20t in
x(t)? (g) Does that inclusion increase or decrease the value of
x at which the particle momentarily stops?

needed for the rest of the trip to arrive in time for the interview?
*a9 In 1 km races, runner 1 on track 1 (with time 2 min,
27.95 s) appears to be faster than runner 2 on track 2 (2 min,

28.15 s). However, length & of track 2 might be slightly
greater than length L, of track 1. How large can
- LL1be
for us still to conclude that runner 1 is faster? :=

**io Two trains, each having a speed of 30 krnlh, are headed
at each other on the same straight track. A bird that can fly
60 kmlh lXes off the front of one train when they are 60 km
apart and heads directly for the other train. On reaching the
other train, the bird flies directly back to the first train, and
so forth. (We have no idea why a bird would behave in this
way.) What is the total distance the bird travels before the
trim wllide?
***ii You drive on Interstate 10 from San Antonio to Houston, half the time at 55 kmlh and the other half at SlI kmlh.
On the way back you travel half the distance at 55 kmlh ind
the other half at 90 brn/h. What is your average speed (a) from
San Antonio to Houston, (b) £ram Houston back to San Antonio, and (c) for the entire trip? (d) What is your average
velocity for the entire trip? (e) Sketch x versus t for (a), assuming the motion is all in the p i t i v e x direction. Indicate
how the average velocity can be found on the sketch. :W
Imtanhnms Velocjty and Speed
(a) If a particle's position is given by x = 4 - 12t + 3t2
(where t is in seconds and x is in meters), what is its velocity
at t = 1 s? (b) Is it moving in the positive or negative direction
of x just then? (c) What is its speed just then? (d) Is the speed
increasing or decreasing just then? (Try answering the next
two questions without further calculation.) (e) Is there ever
an instant when the velmity is zero? If so,give the time 6; if
not, answer no. (f) Is there a time after t = 3 s when the
particle is moving in the negative direction of x? If so, give
the time t; if not, answer no.
The position of a particle moving along the x axis is
g v G n in centimeters by x = 9.75 + 150fl,where t is in seconds.
Calculate (a) the average velocity during the time interval t =
2.00 s to t = 3.00 s; (b) the instantaneous velocity at t = 2.00
s; (c) the instantaneous velocity at t = 3.00 s; (d) the instantaneous velwity at t = 2.50 s; and (e) the instantaneous velocity when the particle is midway between its pitions at
t = 2.00 s and t = 3.00 s. (f) Graph x versus i and indicate
your answers graphically.
sec. 2-5
*it

sec 2-6 Actelerntion
0
4
(a) If the position of a particle is given by x = 20r 5t3, where x is in meters and t is in seconds, when, if ever, is
the particle's velocity zero? (b) When is its acceleration a
zero? (c) For what time range (positive or negative) is a negative? (d) Pwitive? (e) Graph x(t), v(t), and a(t).

Problems
At a certain time a particle had a speed of 18 mis in the
x direction, and 2.4 s later its speed was 30 mls in the
opposite direction. What is the . ,age acceleration of the
particle during this 2.4 s interval? . I*& An electron moving along the n alris has a position given
by x = 16te-I m, where t is in seconds. How far is the electron
from the origin when it momentarily stops?
' The position of a particle moving along an x axis is given
by x = 12t2 - 2t3, where x is in meters and t is in seconds.
Determine (a) the position, (b) the velocity, and (c) the acceleration of the particle at t = 3.0 s. (d) What is the maximum
positive coordinate reached by the particle and (e) at what
time is it reached? (f) What is the maximum positive velocity
reached by the particle and (g) at what time is it reached? (h)
What is the acceleration of the particle at the instant the particle is not moving (other than at t = O)? (i) Determine the
average velocity of the particle between t = 0 and t = 3 s.
From 6 = 0 to t = 5.00 min, a man stands still, and from
t = 5.00 min to t = 10.0 min, he walks briskly in a straight line
at a constant speed of 2.20 mls. What are (a) his average velocity v,,, and (b) his average acceleration a,, in the time
interval 2.00 rnin to 8.00 min? What are (c) v, and (d) a,,
in the time interval 3.00 min to 9.00 min? (e) Sketch x versus
t and v versus t, and indicate how the answers to (a) through
/dl can be obtained from the graphs.
- The position of a particle moving along the x axis depends on the time according to the equation x = cf2 - bt3,
where x is in meters and t in seconds. What are the units of
(a) constant c and (b) constant b? Let their numerical values
be 3.0 and 2.0, respectively. (c) At what time does the particle
reach its maximum positive x position? From 1 = 0.0 s to t =
4.0 s, (d) what distance does the particle move and (e) what
is its displacement? Find its velocity at times (f) 1.0 s, (g) 2.0
s, (h) 3.0 s, and (i) 4.0 s. Find its acceleration at times (j) 1.0
s, (k) 2.0 s, (1) 3.0 s, and (m)4.0 s. ' & m S ' M
, Constant Acceleration: A Speclal Case
ur A muon (an elementary particle) enters a region with a
speed of 5.00 X lo6 m/s and then is slowed at the rate of
1.25 X loi4m/s2. (a) How far does the muon take to stop? (b)
Graph x versus t and v versus t for the muon.
An electron has a constant acceleration of +3.2 mls2.At
a certain instant its velocity is +9.6 mls. What is its velocity
(a) 2.5 s earlier and (b) 2.5 s later?
On a dry road, a car with good tires may be able to brake
with a constant deceleration of 4.92 mlsz. (a) Bow long does
such a car, initidly traveling at 24.6 mls, take to stop? (b) How
far does it travel in this time? (c) Graph x versus t and v versus
t for the deceleration.
Suppose a rocket ship in deep space moves with constant
acceleration equal to 9.8 d s 2 , which gives the illusion of normal gravity during the flight. (a) If it starts from rest, how long
will it take to acquire a speed one-tenth that of light, which
travelsat 3.0 X 10gm/s?(b)Howfar will it travel in so doing?^^.

s2

*~q
An electric vehicle starts from rest and accelerates at a
rate of 2.0 m/s2 in a straight h e until it reaches a speed of 20
m/s. The vehicle then slows at a constant rate of 1.0 m/s2 until
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it stops. (a) How much time elapses horn start to stop? (b)
How far does the vehicle travel from start to stop?
a25 An electron with initid velocity v, = 1.50 X lo5 mls
enters a region of length L = 1.00 cm where it is electrically
accelerated (Fig. 2-19). It
emerges with = 5.70 x lo6
What is its
NOnaccelerating
region
region
assumed constant? (Such a
process occurs in old-fashion
television sets.) SSM
a--*26 A world's land speed .---- --t-record was set by Colone1John
P. Stapp when in March 1954
he rode a rocket-propelled
sled that moved along a track
at 1020 kmlh. He and the sled
Source of I
were brought to a stop in 1.4 s.
high voltage m
(See Fig. 2-7.) In terms of g,
what acceleration did he exFig. 2-19 Problem 25.
perience while stopping?
A car traveling 56.0 kmlh is 24.0 m from a barrier when
the driver slams on the brakes. The car hits the barrier 2.00 s
later. (a) What is the magnitude of the car's constant acceleration before impact? (b) How fast is the car traveling at
impact? I
The brakes on your car can slow you at a rate of 5.2
mh2.(a) If you are going 137 kmlh and suddenly see a state
trooper, what is the minimum time in which you can get your
car under the 90 kmlh speed limit? (The answer reveals the
futility of braking to keep your high speed from being detected
with a radar or laser gun.) (b) Graph x versus t and v versus
t for such a slowing.
a29 A certain elevator cab has a total run of 190 m and a
maximum speed of 305 m/min, and it accelerates from rest
and then back to rest at 1.22 m/s2.(a) How far does the cab
move while acceleratingto full speed from rest? (b) How long
does it take to make the nonstop 190 m run,starting and ending at rest? .w
0.30 A cn moves along an x axis through a distance of
m, starting at rest (at x = 0) and ending at rest (at x =
900 m). Through the first of that distance, its acceleration is
+2.25 mlsz. Through the next of that distance, its acceleration is -0.750 m/s2. What are (a) its travel time through the
900 m and (b) its maximum speed? (c) Graph position x, velocity v, and acceleration a versus time t for the trip.
**3i Figure 2-20 depicts the motion of a particle moving
along an x axis with a wnstant acceleration. What are the (a)
magnitude and (b) direction of
the particle's acceleration?
(m)
You are arguing over a
-2hone
, while trailing an un6
marked police car by 25 m;
4
both your car and the police
car a n traveling at 110 kmlh.
Your argument diverts your ati/
1
tention from the police car for
2.0 s (long enough for you to
look at the vhone and vell, "1
won't do th;! "). At th;beginfig. 2-20 Problem 31.
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Motion Along a Straight Line

ning of that 2.0 s, the police officer begins braking suddenly
at 5.0 m/s2. (a) What is the separation between the two cars
when your attention finally returns? S u p p e that you take
another 0.40 s to realize your danger and begin braking. (b)
If you ton brake a t 5.0 mls2, what is your speed when you hit
the police car?

High-speed
hain
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Cars A and B move in
the same direction in adjacent 3 24
lanes. The position x of car A Y l6
is given in Fig. 2-21, from time
t=Otot=7.0s.Att=O,car
B is at x = 0, with a velocity of
I (s\
,-,
12 mis and a negative constant
Fb,
Problem 33,
acceleration a*.
- (a)
. - What must
a~ be such that the cars are (momentarily) side by side (momentarily at the same value of x ) at t = 4.0 s? (b) For that
value of a ~how
, many times are the cars side by side? (c)
Sketch the position x of car B versus time r on Fig. 2-21. How
many times will the cars be side by side if the magnitude of
acceIeration a~ is (d) more than and (e) less than the answer
to part (a)?
(a) If the maximum acceleration that is tolerable for
passengers in a subway train is 1.34 mlsZand subway stations
are losated 806 m apart, what is the maximum speed a subway
train can attain between stations? (b) What is the travel time
between stations? (c) If a subway train stops for 20 s at each
station, what is the maximum average speed of the train, from
one start-up to the next? (d) Graph x, v, and a versus t for the
interval from one start-up to the next.

,

*a35 As two trains move along a track, their conductorssuddenly notice that they are
headed toward each other. Fig
40
ure 2-22 gives their velocities v
as functions of time t as the
20
conductms slow the ixains. The
0
l(s)
slowing processes begin when
the trains are 200 m apart.

What is their separation when
hnth trains have stopped?

-20

fig. 2-22 Problem 35.

, In Fig. 2r23, a red car and a green car, identical except
for the color, move toward each other in adjacent lanes and
parallel to an x axis. At time i= 0, the red car is at x, = 0 and
the green car is at x, = 220 m. If the red car Bas a constant
velocity of 20 kmlh, the cars pass each other at x = 44.5 rn,
and if it has a canstant velocity of 40 kmlh, they pass each
other at x = 76.6 m. What are (a) the initial velocity and (b)
the acceleration of the green car?
_#

Fb.2-q

Problem 37.

is to be just avoided? @) Assume that the engineer is at x =
0 when, at r = 0, he first spots the locomotive. Sketch x ( t )
curves for the lowmotive and high-speed train for the cases
in which a collision is just avoided and is not quite avoided.
Fm-Fail Acceleration

hoodlum throws a stone vertically downward with an
~ i t i a speed
l
of 12.0 mls from the roof of a building, 30.0 m
above the ground.(a) Now long does it take the stone to reach
the ground? (b) What is the s p e d of the stone at impact?
a39 At a construction site a pipe wrench struck the ground
with a speed of 24 mts. (a) From what height was it inadvertently dropped? (b) H o w long was it falling? (c) Sketch graphs
of y, v, and a versus t for the wrench. I
Raindrops fall 1700 m from a cloud to the ground. (a)
I, aey were not slowed by air resistance, how fast would the
drops be moving when they struck the ground? (b) Would it
be safe to walk outside during a rainstorm?
(a) With what speed must a ball be thrown vertical1y
uum ground level to rise to a maximum height of 50 m? (b)
How long will it be in the air? (c) Sketch graphs of y , v, and
a versus t for the ball. On the 6 r s t two graphs, indicate the
time at which 50 m is reached. S3H5@@
A startled armadillo leaps upward, rising 0.544 m in the
first 0.200s. (a) What is its initial speed as it leaves the ground?
(b) What is its speed at the height of 0.544 m? (c) How much
higher does it go?
A hot-air balloon is ascending at the rate of 12 mls and
,3 m above the ground when a package is dropped over the
side. (a) How long does the package take to reach the ground?
(b) With what speed does it hit the ground? I
4
. A bolt is dropped from a bridge under wnstruction,
fsu~~r~g
90 m to the valley below the bridge. (a) In how much
time does it pass through the last 20% of its fall? What is its
speed (b) when it begins that last 20% of its fall and (c) when
it reaches the valley beneath the bridge?
At time r = 0,apple 1is dropped from a bridge onto a
_---way beneath the bridge; somewhat later, apple 2 is
thrown down from the same height. Figure 2-25 gives the ver-

so

.,

Flg. 2-a Problem 36.

When a high-speed passenger train traveling at 161
rounds
1
a1 bend, the engineer is shocked to see that a
locomotive has improperly entered onto the track from a aiding and is a distance D = 676 m ahead (Fig.2-24). The locomotive is moving at 29.0 kmlb. The engineer of the high-speed
wain immediately applies the brakes. (a) What must be the
magnitude of the resulting constant deceleration if a collision
~

~
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Fig. 3-25 Problem 45.
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Problems

tical positions y of the apples versus t during the falling, until
both apples have hit the roadway. With approximately what
speed is apple 2 thrown down?
0.46 Figure 2-26 shows the speed v versus height y of a ball
tossed directly upward, along a y axis. The speed at height
y, is v,. The speed at height y~ is $vA. What is speed vA?

An object falls a distance h £rom rest. If it travels O.SOh
in the last 1.00 s, 6nd (a) the time and (b) the height of its fall.
(c) Explain the physically unacceptable solution of the quadratic equation in t that you obtain.

0.55 A drowsy cat spots a flowerpot that sails first up and
then down past an open window.The pot is in view for a total
of 0.50 s, and the topto-httom height of the window is 2.00

m. How high above the window top does the flowerpot go?
-056 A basketball player grabbing a rehund jumps 76.0
cm vertically. How much total time (ascent and descent) does
the player spend (a) in the top 15.0 cm of this jump and (b)
in the bottom 15.0 cm? Do your results explain why such players seem to hang in the air at the top of a jump?

a.47 A key falls from a bridge that is 45 m above the water.
It falls directly into a model boat, moving with constant ve-

Icity, that is 12 m from the point of impact when the key is
released. What is the speed of the boat? :

As a runaway scientific
balloon ascends at 19.6 mls,
v
one of its instrument packages
breaks free of a harness and
free-falls. Figure 2-27 gives the 0
vertical velocity of the package
versus time, from before it
breaks free to when it reaches
the ground. (a) What maximum height above the break2-27 Problem 48hee point does it rise? (b) How
high is the break-free point above the ground?
0.48

m-

y g A ball of moist clay falls 15.0 m to the ground. It is in
contact with the ground for 20.0 ms before stopping. (a) What
is the magnitude of the average acceleration of the ball during
the time it is in contact with the ground? (Treat the ball as a
particle.) (b) Is the average acceleration up or down? &M
-50
A rock is thrown verticaUy upward from ground level
at time t = 0. At t = 1.5 s it passes the top of a tall tower, and
1.0 s later it reaches its maximum height. What is the height

-0.57 A steel ball is dropped from a building's roof and
passes a window, taking 0.125 s to fall from the top to the
bottom of the window, a distance of 1.20 m. It then falls to a
sidewalk and bounces back past the window, moving from
bottom to top in 0.125 s. Assume that the upward £light is an
exact reverse of the fall. The time the ball spends below the
bottom of the window is 2.00 s. How tall is the building?

***58 A ball is shot vertically
upward from the surface of a
planet in a distant solar system.
A plot of y versus t for the ball
is shown in Fig. 2-28, where y
b the height of the ball above
its starting point and t = 0 at
the instant the ball is shot.
What are the magnitudes of (a)
the bee-fall acceleration on
the planet and (b) the initial
velocity of the ball?
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Fig. 2-28 Problem 58.

s e 2-10
~ Graphid lntegdon in Motion Analysis
*59 In Sample Problem 2-8, at maximum head acceleration,
what is the speed of (a) the head and (b) the torao?
*a60 In a forward punch in karate, the fist begins at rest at
the waist and is brought rapidly forward until the arm is fully
extended. The speed v ( t ) of the fist is given in Fig. 2-29 for
someone skilled in karate. How far has the fkt moved at (a)
time t = 50 rns and (b) when the speed of the fist is maximum?

of the tower?
m a p To test the quality of a tennis ball, you drop it onto the
0mr from a height of 4.00 m. It rebounds to a height of 2.00
m. If the ball is in contact with the floor for 12.0 ms, (a) what
is the magnitude of its average acceleration during that contact
and (b) is the average aoceleration up or down?

A stone is dropped into a river from a bridge 43.9 m
above the water. Another stone is thrown vertically down 1.00
*a52

s after the first is dropped. The stones strike the water at the
same time. (a) What is the initial speed of the second stone?
(b) Plot velocity versus time on a graph for each stone, taking
zero time as the instant the first stone is released.
Water drips from the nozzle of a shower onto the floor
200 cm below. The d r o p fall at regular (equal) intervals of
time, the h t drop striking the floor at the instant the fourth
drop beto fall. When the first drop strikes the floor, how
far below the nozzle are the (a) second and @) third drops?
-53

Fig. 2-39 Problem 60.
*461 How far does the runner whose velocity- time graph
is shown in Fig. 2-30 travel in
16s?

m.62
When a sclccer ball is
kickedtowardaplayerandthe
player deflects the ball by
"heading" it, the acceleration
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Fig. 2-30 Problem 61.
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of the head during the collision can be significant. Figure 2-31
gives the measured acceleration a(t) of a swcer player's head
for a bare head and a helmeted head, starting from rest. At
time t = 7.0 ms, what is the difference in the speed acquired
by the bare head and the speed acquired by the helmeted
head?

0
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6

l (m)

fig. 2-32

Problem 62.

Additional Problems
63 At the instant the traffic light turns green, an automobile
starts with a constant acceleration a of 2.2 m/s2. At the same
instant a truck, traveling with a constant speed of 9.5 mls,
overtakes and passes the automobile. (a) How far beyond the
traffic signal will the automobile overtake the truck? (b) How
fast will the automobile be traveling at that instant?

64 A red train traveling at 72 km/h and a green train trayeling at 144 kmlh are headed toward each other along a
straight, level track. When they are 950 rn apart, each engineer
sees the other's train and applies the brakes. The brakes slow
each train at the rate of 1.0 mls2. Is there a collision? If so,
answer yes and give the speed of the red train and the speed
of the green train at impact, respectively. If not, answer no
and give the separation between the trains when they stop.

67 A rock is shot vertically upward from the edge of the top
of a tall building. The rock reaches its maximum height above
the top of the building 1.60 s after being shot. Then, after
barely missing the edge of the building as it falls downward,
the rock strikes the ground 6.00 s after it is launched. In SI
units: (a) with what upward velocity is the rwk shot, (b) what
maximum height above the top of the building is reached by
the rock, and (c) how tali is the building?
68 A car moving with wnstant acceleration covered the distance between two points 60.0 m apart in 6.00 s. Its speed as
it passed the second point was 15.0 mls. (a) What was the
speed at the first point? (b) What was the magnitude of the
acceleration? (c) At what prior distance from the first point
was the car at rest? (d) Graph x versus t and v versus t for the
car, from rest (t = 0).
I An iceboat has a wnstant velocity toward the east when
sudden gust of wind causes the iceboat to have a constant
acceleration toward the east for a period of 3.0 s. A plot of x
versus t is shown in Fig. 2-33, where t = 0 is taken to be the
instant the wind starts to blow and the positive x axis is toward
the east. (a) What is the acceleration of the iceboat during the
3.0 s interval? (b) What is the velocity of the iceboat at the
end of the 3.0 s interval? (c) If the acceleration remains constant for an additional 3.0 s, how far does the iceboat travel
during this second 3.0 s interval?

10

65 At time t = 0, a rwk climber accidentally allows a piton
to fall freely from a high point on the rock wall to the valley
below him. Then, after a short delay, his climbing partner, who
is 10 m higher on the wall, throws a piton downward. The
positions y of the pitons versw t during the falling are given
in Fig. 2-32. With what speed is the second piton thrown?

II5)

fig. 2-33 Problem 69.

p A rock is dropped from a 100-m-high cliff. How long does
it take to fall (a) the first 50 m and (b) the second 50 m?
You are driving toward a traffic signal when it turns yellow. Your speed is the legal speed limit of vo = 55 kmlh; your
best deceleration rate has the magnitude a = 5.18 mls2. Your
best reaction time to begin braking is T = 0.75 s. To avoid
having the front of your car enter the intersection after the
light turns red, should you brake to a stop or continue to move
at 55 kmlh if the distance to the intersection and the duration
of the yellow light are {a) 40 m and 2.8 s, and (b) 32 m and
1.8 s? Crive an answer of brake, continue, either (if either strategy works), or neither (if neither strategy works).

;li

t ls)

Fig. 2-32 Problem 65.
In an arcade video game, a spot is programmed to move
fl~l.oss
the screen according to x = 9.00t - 0.750t3, where x is
distance in centimeters measured from the left edge of the
screen and t is time in seconds. When the spot reaches a screen
edge, at either x = 0 or x = 15.0 cm,I is reset to 0 and the
spot starts moving again according to x(t). (a) At what time
after starting is the spot instantaneously at rest? (b) At what
value of x does this occur? (c) What is the spot's a~celeration

(including sign) when this occurs? (d) Is it moving right or left
just prior to corning to rest? (e) Just after? (f) At what time
t > 0 does it first reach an edge of the screen?

72 Two subway stops are separated by 1100 rn. If a subway
train accelerates at +1.2 m/s2 from rest through the first half
of the distance and decelerates at -1.2 m/s2through the second half, what are (a) its travel time and (b) its maximm
speed? (c) Graph x , v, and a versus t for the trip.

73 A car can be braked to a stop from the autobahn-like
speed of 200 kmlh in 170 m. Assuming the acceleration is
wnstant, find its magnitude in (a) SI units and (b) in terns of
g. (c) How much time Tb is required for the braking? Your

,

Problems
reaction rime Tr is the time you require to perceive m emergency, move your foot to the brake, and begin the braking. If
T,= 400 ms, then (d) what is Tbin terms of T,,and (e) is most
of the full time required to stop spent in reacting or braking?
Dark sunglasses delay the visual signals sent from the eyes to
the visual cortex in the brain, increasing T,. (f) In the extreme
case in which T, is increased by 100 ms,how much farther
along the road d m the car travel during your reaction time?

74 The sport with the fastest moving ball is jai alai, where
measured speeds have reached 303 kmlb If a professional jai
alai player faces a ball at that speed and involuntarily blinks,
he blacks out the scene for 100ms. How far does the ball move
during the blackout?

75 The acceleration of a particle along an x axis is a = 5.0t,
with t in seconds and a in meters per second squared. At t =
2.0 s, its velocity is 17 mls. What is its velocity at t = 4.0 s?

+

76 The wings on a stonefly d o not h p , and thus the insect

cannot fly. However, when the insect is on a water surface, it
can sail across the surface by lifting its wings into a breeze.
Suppose that you time stonefies as they move at constant
speed along a straight path of a certain length. On average,
the hips each take 7.1 s with the wings set as sails and 25.0 s
with the wings tucked in. (a) What is the ratio of the sailing
speed vs to the nousailing speed v,? @) In terms of v,, what
is the difference in the times the insects take to travel the first
2.0 m along the path with and without sailing?
Most important in an investigation of an airplane crash
uy the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board is the data
stored on the airplane's flight-data recorder, commonly called
the "black box" in spite of its orange coloring and reffective
tape. The recorder is engineered to withstand a crash with an
average deceleration of magnitude 3400g during a time interval of 6.50 ms. In such a crash, if the recorder and airplane
have zero speed at the end of that time interval, what is their
speed at the beginning of the interval?
78 A graph of x versus t for a particle in straight-line motion
is shown in Fig. 2-34. (a) What is the average velocity of the
particle between t = 0.50 s and t = 4.5 s? (b) What is the
instantaneous velocity of the particle at t = 4.5 s? (c) What is
the average acceleration of the particle between t = 0.50 s and
t = 4 5 s? (d) What is the instantaneous acceleration of the
particle at t = 4.5 s?
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Problem 78.

79 If the position of an object is given by x = 2.013, where x
is measured in meters and tin seconds, find (a) the average
velocity and (b) the average acceleration between t = 1.0 s
and t = 2.0 s. Then find (c) the instantaneous velocity v and
(d) the instantaneous acceleration a at r = 2.0 s. Next find (e)
v and (f) a at t = 2.0 s. (g) Compare the average and instan-
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taneous quantities and in each case explain why the larger one
is larger. (h) Graph x versus t and v versus t, and indicate on
the graphs your answers to (a) through (f).
A lead ball is dropped in a lake from a diving board 5.20
_.
above
.
the water. It hits the water with a certain velocity
and then sinks to the bottom with this same constant velocity.
It reaches the bottom 4.80 s after it is dropped. (a) How deep
is the lake? What are the (b) magnitude and (c) direction (up
or down) of the average velocity of the ball for the entire fa?
Suppose that all the water is drained from the lake. The ball
is now thrown from the diving board so that it again reaches
the bottom in 4.80 s. What are the (d) magnitude and (e)
direction of the initial velocity of the bail?
81 From January 26, 1977, to September 18, 1983, George
Meegan of Great Britain walked from Ushuaia, at the southem tip of South America, to Prudboe Bay in Alaska, covering
30600 km.In meters per second, what was his average speed
during that time period?
A graph of acceleration a
4
.-nus 1 time for a particle as it
moves along an x axis is shown ;
,3
in Fig. 2-35. At t = 0 the co- 2
.
ordinate of the particle is 4.0 m
;
and the velocity v is 2.0 mls. (a)
What is the velwity of the par1
2
3
4
ticle at t = 2.0 s? (b) Write an
* !-/
expression for v ( t ) in meters
per second that is valid for the
@
' - 2s
82.
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I A train started from rest and moved with constant acceItion. on. At one time it was traveling 30 mls, and 160m farther

on it was traveling 50 m/s. Calculate (a) the acceleration, (b)
the time required to travel the 160 m mentioned, (c) the time
required to attain the speed of 30 mls, and (d) the distance
moved from rest to the time the train had a speed of 30 mls.
(e) Graph x versus t and v versus t for the train, from rest.
I
The single cable supporting an unoccupied construction
elevator breaks when the elevator is at rest at the top of a 12@
m-high building. (a) With what speed does the elevator strike
the ground? (b) How long is it falling? (c) What is its speed
when it passes the halfway point on the way down? (d) How
lnqg has it been falling when it passes the halfway point?
A rocket-driven sled running on a straight, level track is
used to investigate the physiological effects of large accelerations on humans. One such sled can attain a speed of 1MK)
kmlh in 1.8 s, starting from rest. Find (a) the acceleration
(assumed constant) in terms of g and (b) the distance traveled.
86 A certain sprinter bas a top speed of 11.0 mls. If the
sprinter starts from rest and accelerates at a wnstant rate, he
is able to reach his top speed in a distanoe of 12.0 m. He is
then able to maintain this top speed for the remainder of a
100 rn race. (a) What is his time for the 100 rn race? (b) In
order to improve his time, the sprinter tries to decrease the
distance required for him to reach his top speed. What must
this distance be if he is to achieve a time of 10.0 s for the race?
I
A hot rod can accelerate fiom 0 to 60 kmth in 5.4 s. (a)
\r hat is its average acceleration, in mls2, during this time? (b)
How far wiU it travel during the 5.4 s, assuming its acceleration
is wnstant? (c) From rest, how much time would it require to
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4.3" (Fig. 2-39). If the pilot does not change the airplane's
heading, at what time t does the plane strike the ground?

Fig. 2-39 Problem 106.
107 When a driver brings a car to a stop by braking as hard
as possible, the stopping distance can be regarded as the sum
of a "reaction distance," which is initial speed multiplied by
the driver's reaction time, and a "braking distance," which is
the distance traveled during braking. The following table gives
typical values. (a) What reaction t h e is the driver assumed
to have? (b) What is the car's stopping distance if the initial
speed is 25 m/s?

Initial
Speed (mls)

Reaction
Distance (m)

Braking
Distance (m)

Stopping
Distance (m)

to8 A shuffleboard disk is accelerated at a constant rate
from rest to a speed of 6.0 mts over a 1.8 m distance by a
player using a cue. At this point the disk loses contact with
the cue and slows at a constant rate of 2.5 mlsZuntil it stops.
(a) How much time elapses from when the disk begins to accelerate until it stops? (b) What total distance does the disk
travel?
109 A motorcyclist who is moving along an x axis directed
toward the east has an accekeration given by a = (6.1 - 1.24
mlsZ for 0 5 t 5 6.0 s. At t = 0, the velocity and position of
the cyclist are 2.7 mls and 7.3 m. (a) What is the maximum

r

L

speed achieved by the cyclist? (b) What total distance does
the cyclist travel between r = 0 and 6.0 s?

iio The head of a rattlesnake can accelerate at 50 m/s2 in
striking a victim. If a car could do as well, how long would it
take to reach a speed of 100 kmlh from rest?
iii A jumbo jet must reach a speed of 360 km/h on the runway for takeoff. What is the lowest constant acceleration
needed for takeoff from a 1.80 km runway?

An automobile driver increases the speed at a constant
from 25 kmlh to 55 krnh in 0.50 min. A bicycle rider
speeds up at a constant rate bom rest to 30 k m h in 0.50 min.
What are the magnitudes of (a) the driver's acceleration and
(b) the rider's acceleration?
idre

113 At a militmy drill team contest at Fort Meade, Maryland,

the home team moves forward with a sequence of four rates,
given here with their U.S. definitions: (1) quick time (120steps
per minute, 30 in. per step), (2) ha-step in quick time (120
steps per minute, 15 in. per step), (3) double time (180 steps
per minute, 36 in, per step), (4) half-step in double time (180
steps per minute, 18 in, per step). If the team moves at eack

rate for 5.0 s, (a) how far in meters does the team move during
the sequence and (b) what is the magnitude of their average
velocity in meters per second? If, instead, the team moves at
each rate for a distance of 8.00 m, (c) how long does the sequence take and (d) what is the magnitude of their average
velocity in meters per second?

A motorcyclist starts from rest and accelerates along a
~ ~ ~ ~ i z ostraight
n t a l track. Photogares are attached to six posts
evenly spaced every 10.0 m along the track; the first post is at
the starting point. The photogates on each post measure the
time required by the motorcyclist to reach that post. The fot
lowing table gives the results for one test. (a) Find an expression for the distance d to each post in terms of the time t to
reach that post and the acceleration a of the motorcyclist (assumed constant). (b) Using the data of the table, graph d versus ?. (c) Using a linear regression fit of the data, find the
magnitude of the acceleration of the motoxcyclist.
Post number
1
2
3
4
5
6
Distance traveled (m) 0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Timerequired(s)
0 1.63 2.33 2.83 3.31 3.79
115 At the National Physical
Laboratory in England, a 2
measurement of the free-fall 9
acceleration g was made by
throwing a glass ball straight
up in an evacuated tube and
Tie
letting it return. Let ATL in
~ j g 2-40
,
Problem 115.
Fig. 2-40 be the time interval
between the two passages of the baU across a certain lower
level, ATU the time interval between the two passages across
an upper level, and H the distance between the two levels.
Show that

116 The Zero Gravity Research Facility at the NASA Glenn
Research Center includes a 145 m drop tower. This is an evacuated vertical tower through which, among other possibilities,
a 1 m diameter sphere containing an experimental package
can be dropped. (a) How long is the sphere in free fall? (b)
What is its speed just as it reaches a catching device at the
bottom of the tower? (c) When caught, the sphere experiences
an average deceleration of 25g as its speed is reduced to zero.
Through what distance does it travel during the deceleration?

A ball is thrown down vertically with an initial speed of
vo from a height of h. (a) What is its speed just before it strikes
the ground? (b) How long does the ball take to reach the
ground? What would be the answers to (c) part a and (d) part
b if the ball were thrown upward horn the same height and
with the same initial speed? Before solving any equations, decide whether the answers to (c) and (d) should be greater than,
less than, or the same as in (a) and (b).
117
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